UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS A-Z

Accounting, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/accounting-bsba)

Accounting, Minor (for Business Majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/accounting-minor)

Accounting, Minor (for Non-Business Majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/accounting-minor-non-business-majors)

Acting, BFA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/acting-bfa)

Actuarial Science, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/actuarial-science-ba)

Actuarial Science, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/actuarial-science-bs)

Actuarial Sciences, BS/MS Accelerated Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/actuarial-sciences-bsms-accelerated-program)

African American Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/african-american-studies-ba)

African American Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/african-american-studies-minor)

Bilingual/ESL Education, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/bilingual-esl-education-minor)

Biochemistry, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biochemistry-bs)

Biology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biology-ba)

Biology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biology-bs)

Biology, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biology-minor)

Business, BPS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/business-bps)

Chemistry, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/chemistry-ba)

Chemistry, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/chemistry-bs)

Chemistry, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/chemistry-minor)

Child and Family Studies Concentration (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/child-family-studies-conc)

Classical Guitar, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/classical-guitar-bm)

Computer Science, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/computer-science-bs)

Computer Science, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/computer-science-minor)

Criminal Justice, BACJ (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/criminal-justice-bacj)

Criminal Justice, BACJ Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/criminal-justice-bacj-flex-track-adults)

Criminal Justice, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/criminal-justice-minor)

Data Analytics, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/data-analytics-bs)

Diagnostic Medical Sonography, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-diagnostic-medical-sonography-bs)

Documentary Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/documentary-studies-minor)

Early Childhood Education, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/early-childhood)

Economics, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/economics-ba)

Economics, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/economics-minor)

Educational Studies, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/educational-studies-ba)

Educational Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/educational-studies-minor)

Elementary Education, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/elementary)

English Composition (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-composition)

English Language Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-language-program)

English, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-ba)

English, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-minor)

Environmental Science, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/environmental-science-minor)

Film Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/film-studies-minor)

Finance, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/finance-bsba)

Finance, Minor (for Business majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/finance-minor)
Finance, Minor (for Non-Business Majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/finance-minor-non-business-majors)

Fine Art, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/fine-art-minor)

Forensic Psychology Concentration (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/forensic-psychology-concentration)


Hispanic Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/hispanic-studies-minor)

History, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/history-ba)

History, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/history-minor)

Histotechnology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-histotechnology-bs)

Hospitality and Tourism Management, BSHTM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/hospitality-tourism-management-bshtm)

Hospitality and Tourism Management, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/hospitality-tourism-management-minor)


Information Technology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/information-technology-ba)

Integrated Marketing Communications, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/integrated-marketing-communications-ba)

Integrated Marketing Communications, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/integrated-marketing-communications-minor)

Interdisciplinary Studies, BAIS Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/interdisciplinary-studies-bais-flex-track-degree-adults)

International Business, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/international-business-minor)

International Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/international-studies-ba)

International Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/international-studies-minor)

Jazz Instrumentalist, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/jazz-instrumentalist-bm)

Jazz Piano, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/jazz-piano-bm)

Jazz Vocalist, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/jazz-vocalist-bm)

Journalism, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/journalism-ba)

Journalism, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/journalism-minor)

Legal Studies, BA/BS JD (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/legal-studies-ba-bs-jd)

Legal Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/legal-studies-minor)

Management, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/management-bsba)

Management, Minor (for Business majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/management-minor)


Marketing, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/marketing-bsba)

Marketing, Minor (for Business majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/marketing-minor)

Marketing, Minor (for Non-Business Majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/marketing-minor-non-business-majors)

Mathematics, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics-ba)

Mathematics, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics-bs)

Mathematics, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics-minor)

Media Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/media-studies-ba)

Media Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/media-studies-minor)

Medical Technology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-medical-technology-bs)

Mental Health Concentration (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mental-health-concentration)

Music Composition, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-composition-bm)

Music Composition, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-composition-minor)
Sustainability Studies, BASS Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/sustainability-studies-bass-flex-track-adults)

Sustainability Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sustainability-studies-minor)

Theatre, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/theatre-minor)

Violin, Viola, Cello, Double Bass and Harp, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/woodwind-brass-percussion-instruments-bm)

Voice, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/voice-bm)

Women's and Gender Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/women-gender-studies-ba)

Women's and Gender Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/women-gender-studies-minor)

Woodwind, Brass, and Percussion Instruments, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/woodwind-brass-percussion-instruments-bm)

Writing, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/writing-minor)

**College of Arts Sciences**

- Actuarial Science, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/actuarial-science-ba)
- Actuarial Science, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/actuarial-science-bs)
- Actuarial Sciences, BS/MS Accelerated Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/actuarial-sciences-bsms-accelerated-program)
- African American Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/african-american-studies-ba)
- African American Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/african-american-studies-minor)
- Biochemistry, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biochemistry-bs)
- Biology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biology-ba)
- Biology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biology-bs)
- Biology, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biology-minor)
- Chemistry, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/chemistry-ba)
- Chemistry, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/chemistry-bs)
- Chemistry, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/chemistry-minor)
- Computer Science, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/computer-science-bs)
- Computer Science, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/computer-science-minor)
- Data Analytics, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/data-analytics-bs)
- Diagnostic Medical Sonography, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-diagnostic-medical-sonography-bs)
- Economics, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/economics-ba)
- Economics, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/economics-minor)
- English Composition (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-composition)
- English Language Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-language-program)
- English, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-ba)
- English, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-minor)
- Environmental Science, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/environmental-science-minor)
- Film Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/film-studies-minor)
- Fine Art, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/fine-art-minor)
- History, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/history-ba)
- History, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/history-minor)
- Histotechnology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-histotechnology-bs)
- Information Technology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/information-technology-ba)
- Integrated Marketing Communications, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/integrated-marketing-communications-ba)
- Integrated Marketing Communications, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/integrated-marketing-communications-minor)
- International Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/international-studies-ba)
- International Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/international-studies-minor)
- Journalism, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/journalism-ba)
- Journalism, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/journalism-minor)
- Legal Studies, BA/BS JD (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/legal-studies-ba-bs-jd)
- Legal Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/legal-studies-minor)
- Mathematics, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics-ba)
- Mathematics, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics-bs)
- Mathematics, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics-minor)
- Media Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/media-studies-ba)
• Media Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/media-studies-minor)
• Medical Technology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-medical-technology-bs)
• Mental Health Concentration (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mental-health-concentration)
• Neuroscience Concentration (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/neuroscience-concentration)
• Nuclear Medicine Technology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-nuclear-medicine-technology-bs)
• Philosophy, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/philosophy-ba)
• Philosophy, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/philosophy-minor)
• Political Science BA/MPA Accelerated Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/political-science-ba-mpa-accelerated-program)
• Political Science, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/political-science-ba)
• Political Science, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/political-science-minor)
• Pre-Health Professional Curricula (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/pre-health-professional-curricula)
• Psychology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/psychology-ba)
• Psychology, BPS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/psychology-bps)
• Psychology, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/psychology-minor)
• Radiation Therapy Technology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-radiation-therapy-technology-bs)
• Radiography, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-radiography-bs)
• Social Justice Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/social-justice-studies-ba)
• Social Justice Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/social-justice-studies-minor)
• Sociology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sociology-ba)
• Sociology, BA/MA Accelerated Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sociology-ba-ma-accelerated-program)
• Sociology, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sociology-minor)
• Statistics, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/statistics-minor)
• Sustainability Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sustainability-studies-ba)
• Sustainability Studies, BASS Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/sustainability-studies-bass-flex-track-adults)
• Sustainability Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sustainability-studies-minor)
• Women’s and Gender Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/women-gender-studies-ba)
• Women’s and Gender Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/women-gender-studies-minor)
• Writing, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/writing-minor)

**College of Education**

• Bilingual/ESL Education, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/bilingual-esl-education-minor)
• Early Childhood Education, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/early-childhood)
• Educational Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/educational-studies-ba)
• Educational Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/educational-studies-minor)
• Elementary Education, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/elementary)
• Secondary Teacher Education, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/secondary-teacher-minor)
• Special Education, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/special-education)

**College of Performing Arts**

• Acting, BFA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/acting-bfa)
• Classical Guitar, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/classical-guitar-bm)
• Jazz Instrumentalist, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/jazz-instrumentalist-bm)
• Jazz Piano, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/jazz-piano-bm)
• Jazz Vocalist, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/jazz-vocalist-bm)
• Music Composition, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-composition-bm)
• Music Composition, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-composition-minor)
• Music Education, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-education-bm)
• Music Education/Choral Concentration and Piano Performance, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-education-choral-concentration-piano-performance-bm)
• Music Education/Choral Concentration and Voice Performance, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-education-choral-concentration-voice-performance-bm)
• Music Education/Instrumental Concentration and Orchestral Instrument Performance, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-education-instrumental-concentration-orchestral-instrument-performance-bm)
• Music History/Theory Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-history-theory-minor)
• Musical Theatre BFA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/musical-theatre-bfa)
• Musical Theatre Dance Concentration, BFA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/musical-theatre-bfa-dance)
• Piano Performance, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/piano-performance-bm)
E T Stone Col of Prof Studies

- Business, BPS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/business-bps)
- Criminal Justice, BACJ (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/criminal-justice-bacj)
- Criminal Justice, BACJ Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/criminal-justice-bacj-flex-track-adults)
- Criminal Justice, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/criminal-justice-minor)
- Hospitality and Tourism Management, BSHTM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/hospitality-tourism-management-bshtm)
- Hospitality and Tourism Management, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/hospitality-tourism-management-minor)
- Interdisciplinary Studies, BAIS Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/interdisciplinary-studies-bais-flex-track-degree-adults)
- Organizational Communication, BAOC Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/organizational-communication-baoc-flex-track-adults)
- Organizational Leadership, BAOL Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/organizational-leadership-baol-flex-track-adults)
- Organizational Leadership, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/organizational-leadership-minor)
- Paralegal Studies Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/paralegal-studies-minor)
- Paralegal Studies, BAPL (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/paralegal-studies-bapl)
- Paralegal Studies, BAPL Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/paralegal-studies-bapl-flex-track-adults)

W E Heller Col of Business

- Accounting, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/accounting-bsba)
- Accounting, Minor (for Business Majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/accounting-minor)
- Finance, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/finance-bsba)
- Finance, Minor (for Business majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/finance-minor)
- Management, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/management-bsba)
- Management, Minor (for Business majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/management-minor)
- Social Entrepreneurship, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/social-entrepreneurship-bsba)

Actuarial Science

- Actuarial Science, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/actuarial-science-ba)
- Actuarial Science, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/actuarial-science-bs)
- Actuarial Sciences, BS/MS Accelerated Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/bsms-accelerated-program)

African American Studies

- African American Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/african-american-studies-ba)
- African American Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/african-american-studies-minor)

Allied Health

- Diagnostic Medical Sonography, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-diagnostic-medical-sonography-bs)
- Histotechnology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-histotechnology-bs)
- Medical Technology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-medical-technology-bs)
- Nuclear Medicine Technology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-nuclear-medicine-technology-bs)
- Radiation Therapy Technology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-radiation-therapy-technology-bs)
• Radiography, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/allied-health-radiography-bs)

Arts
• Fine Art, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/fine-art-minor)

Biology
• Biology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biology-ba)
• Biology, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biology-bs)
• Biology, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biology-minor)
• Environmental Science, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/environmental-science-minor)

Business Administration
• Accounting, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/accounting-bsba)
• Accounting, Minor (for Business Majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/accounting-minor)
• Accounting, Minor (for Non-Business Majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/accounting-minor-non-business-majors)
• Finance, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/finance-bsba)
• Finance, Minor (for Business majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/finance-minor)
• Finance, Minor (for Non-Business Majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/finance-minor-non-business-majors)
• International Business, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/international-business-minor)
• Management, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/management-bsba)
• Management, Minor (for Business majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/management-minor)
• Management, Minor (for Non-Business Majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/management-minor-non-business-majors)
• Marketing, BSBA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/marketing-bsba)
• Marketing, Minor (for Business majors) (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/business/marketing-minor)

Chemistry
• Biochemistry, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/biochemistry-bs)
• Chemistry, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/chemistry-ba)
• Chemistry, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/chemistry-bs)
• Chemistry, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/chemistry-minor)

Communications
• Documentary Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/documentary-studies-minor)
• Integrated Marketing Communications, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/integrated-marketing-communications-ba)
• Integrated Marketing Communications, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/integrated-marketing-communications-minor)
• Journalism, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/journalism-ba)
• Journalism, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/journalism-minor)
• Media Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/media-studies-ba)
• Media Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/media-studies-minor)

Computer Science and Information Technology
• Computer Science, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/computer-science-bs)
• Computer Science, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/computer-science-minor)
• Data Analytics, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/data-analytics-bs)
• Information Technology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/information-technology-ba)

Criminal Justice
• Criminal Justice, BACJ (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/criminal-justice-bacj)
• Criminal Justice, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/criminal-justice-minor)

Economics
• Economics, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/economics-ba)
• Economics, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/economics-minor)

Education
• Bilingual/ESL Education, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/bilingual-esl-education-minor)
• Early Childhood Education, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/early-childhood)
• Educational Studies, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/educational-studies-ba)
• Educational Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/educational-studies-minor)
• Elementary Education, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/elementary)
• Secondary Teacher Education, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/secondary-teacher-minor)
• Special Education, BAE (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/education/special-education)

English
• English Composition (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-composition)
• English, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-ba)
• English, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-minor)
• Film Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/film-studies-minor)
• Writing, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/writing-minor)

English Language Program
• English Language Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/english-language-program)

Five Year Double-Major Music Programs
• Music Education/Choral Concentration and Piano Performance, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-education-choral-concentration-piano-performance-bm)
• Music Education/Choral Concentration and Voice Performance, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-education-choral-concentration-voice-performance-bm)
• Music Education/Instrumental Concentration and Orchestral Instrument Performance, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-education-instrumental-concentration-orchestral-instrument-performance-bm)

Flex-Track Program for Adults
• Business, BPS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/business-bps)
• Criminal Justice, BACJ Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/criminal-justice-bacj-flex-track-adults)
• Interdisciplinary Studies, BAIS Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/interdisciplinary-studies-bais-flex-track-degree-adults)
• Organizational Communication, BAOC Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/organizational-communication-baoc-flex-track-adults)
• Organizational Leadership, BAOL Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/organizational-leadership-baol-flex-track-adults)
• Paralegal Studies, BAPL Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/paralegal-studies-bapl-flex-track-adults)
• Psychology, BPS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/psychology-bps)
• Strategic Management and Innovations, BASMI (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/strategic-management-innovations-basmi-flex-track-adults)
• Sustainability Studies, BASS Flex-Track Degree for Adults (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/sustainability-studies-bass-flex-track-adults)

History
• History, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/history-ba)
• History, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/history-minor)

Hospitality and Tourism Management
• Hospitality and Tourism Management, BSHTM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/hospitality-tourism-management-bshtm)
• Hospitality and Tourism Management, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/hospitality-tourism-management-minor)

International Studies
• International Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/international-studies-ba)
• International Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/international-studies-minor)

Languages
• Hispanic Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/hispanic-studies-minor)

Legal Studies
• Legal Studies, BA/BS JD (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/legal-studies-ba-bs-jd)
• Legal Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/legal-studies-minor)

Mathematics
• Mathematics, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics-ba)
• Mathematics, BS (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics-bs)
• Mathematics, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematics-minor)
• Statistics, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/statistics-minor)
Music
- Classical Guitar, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/classical-guitar-bm)
- Jazz Instrumentalist, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/jazz-instrumentalist-bm)
- Jazz Piano, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/jazz-piano-bm)
- Jazz Vocalist, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/jazz-vocalist-bm)
- Music Composition, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-composition-bm)
- Music Composition, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-composition-minor)
- Music Education, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/music-education-bm)
- Musical Arts, BMA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/musical-arts-bma)
- Piano Performance, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/piano-performance-bm)
- Voice, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/voice-bm)
- Woodwind, Brass, and Percussion Instruments, BM (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/woodwind-brass-percussion-instruments-bm)

Organizational Leadership
- Organizational Leadership, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/organizational-leadership-minor)

Paralegal Studies (Professional Studies)
- Paralegal Studies Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/paralegal-studies-minor)
- Paralegal Studies, BAPL (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/professional-studies/paralegal-studies-bapl)

Philosophy
- Philosophy, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/philosophy-ba)
- Philosophy, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/philosophy-minor)

Political Science
- Political Science BA/MPA Accelerated Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/political-science-ba-mpa-accelerated-program)
- Political Science, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/political-science-ba)
- Political Science, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/political-science-minor)

Pre-Health Professional Programs
- Pre-Health Professional Curricula (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/pre-health-professional-curricula)

Psychology
- Child and Family Studies Concentration (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/child-family-studies-conc)
- Forensic Psychology Concentration (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/forensic-psychology-concentration)
- Mental Health Concentration (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mental-health-concentration)
- Neuroscience Concentration (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/neuroscience-concentration)
- Psychology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/psychology-ba)
- Psychology, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/psychology-minor)

Social Justice
- Social Justice Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/social-justice-studies-ba)
- Social Justice Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/social-justice-studies-minor)

Sociology
- Policy Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/policy-studies-ba)
- Sociology, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sociology-ba)
- Sociology, BA/MA Accelerated Program (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sociology-ba-ma-accelerated-program)
- Sociology, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sociology-minor)

Sustainability Studies
- Sustainability Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sustainability-studies-ba)
- Sustainability Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/sustainability-studies-minor)

Theatre
- Acting, BFA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/acting-bfa)
- Musical Theatre BFA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/musical-theatre-bfa)
- Musical Theatre Dance Concentration, BFA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/musical-theatre-dance)
- Theatre, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/performing-arts/theatre-minor)

Women's and Gender Studies
- Women's and Gender Studies, BA (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/women-gender-studies-ba)
• Women’s and Gender Studies, Minor (http://catalog.roosevelt.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/women-gender-studies-minor)